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The Organization and Talent Framework
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rests squarely on effectively creating, deploying, and
managing a high-quality pool of talent.
NDA’s positioning as a research and knowledge enterprise that provides premium, high-value services
rests squarely on effectively creating, deploying, and
Democracy and Trust as Management Principles
managing a high-quality pool of talent.
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the ego
is conways:
trolled.
 Values and ideals are more critical than success.
 Despite the practice of law being an “individualistic”
NDA is built
on ainpremise
These
ideasprofession,
have been embedded
in NDA
several
that the firm and the collective interests of all are
ways:
higher than individual self-interest.
 Despite
Our organization
is “title-less”
and an
nonhierarchithe practice
of law being
“individucal,
where
all
have
equal
opportunity,
choice,
and
alistic” profession, NDA is built on a premise
voice.
that
the firm and the collective interests of all are
 higher
Our management
practices
are based on trust,
than individual
self-interest.
 Our
complete
transparency,
and democracy.
organization
is “title-less”
and nonhierarchi Our
culture
is
marked
by
initiative,
ownership,
cal, where all have equal opportunity, choice,
and
commitment, and passion.
voice.
 Our
People
are accorded
the freedom
to think,
the
management
practices
are based
on trust,
freedom totransparency,
act, and the freedom
to earn in a teamcomplete
and democracy.
 based
environment.
Our culture
is marked by initiative, ownership,
 commitment,
We believe it and
is our
obligation to support social
passion.
 People
projectsare
(trusteeship)
selected
accorded and
the therefore
freedom assist
to think,
the
projects on
a pro-bono
or quasi-pro-bono
freedom
to act,
and the freedom
to earn in abasis.
teambased environment.
Trust
We believe it is our obligation to support social
Handy’s
1995
article on and
trusttherefore
exploredassist
the idea
that
projects
(trusteeship)
selected
business
has
to a or
point
where the human
projects
onevolved
a pro-bono
quasi-pro-bono
basis.

Over its quarter-century of existence, NDA has
forged its own path of management by democracy
and trust. In 1995, Charles Handy published his
Democracy
andon
Trust
asinManagement
Principles
seminal article
trust
the virtual organization.
Later
books
fleshed
out
and
reinforced
ideashas
of
Over its quarter-century of existence,the
NDA
trust and
Riforged
itsdemocracy
own path in
oforganizations—including
management by democracy
cardotrust.
Semler’s
Maverick
(1993),
Vijay
Govindaraand
In 1995,
Charles
Handy
published
his
jan and Anil
K. Gupta’s
Quest
for Global
Domiseminal
article
on trustThe
in the
virtual
organization.
nance
(2001),fleshed
and Lynda
Gratton’s
The Democratic
Later books
out and
reinforced
the ideas of
Enterprise
(2003). Seeing
such noted thought leadtrust
and democracy
in organizations—including
Riers expound
similar
lines has
cardo
Semler’salong
Maverick
(1993),
Vijaycorroborated
Govindaraourand
approach,
our
and
jan
Anil K.further
Gupta’sincreased
The Quest
forconviction,
Global Dominance (2001), and Lynda Gratton’s The Democratic
Trust
Enterprise (2003). Seeing such noted thought leadHandy’s 1995 article
onBusiness
trust explored
the idea
that
ers
expound along
September/October
2009 similar lines has corroborated
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and Organizational
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business has evolved to a point where the human
our approach, further increased our conviction, and
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resources no longer work the assets of an organization but are the assets, and Handy contended that
efficiencies and other benefits of the virtual organization, as a new mode of working, would be realized
only
organizations
the basis
resources
noiflonger
work theoperated
assets of on
an organizaof
trusting
than controlling
employees.
tion
but arerather
the assets,
and Handytheir
contended
that
Otherwise, and
employees
would not
organizaefficiencies
other benefits
of put
the the
virtual
orgation’s
needs
their own.
Organizations
must
nization,
as abefore
new mode
of working,
would be
reunderstand
trust works—which
alized
only how
if organizations
operated Handy
on the refers
basis
to trusting
as the Rules
Trust—and
trust
and
technolof
ratherofthan
controlling
their
employees.
ogy must goemployees
hand in hand
in facilitating
virtual
Otherwise,
would
not put thethe
organizaorganization.
tion’s
needs before their own. Organizations must
understand how trust works—which Handy refers
to as the Rules of Trust—and trust and technolmust
how trust works—
ogyOrganizations
must go hand
in understand
hand in facilitating
the virtual
organization.
which Handy refers to as the Rules of Trust—and

true. Though it wasn’t exactly drawn from Handy
into our blueprint, some of what he predicted we
endorse by experience. Indeed, it is most important
for an organization to reckon with the boundaries
of operating
trust, exactly
which might
summed
up
true.
Thoughwith
it wasn’t
drawnbefrom
Handy
as “Trust
is a two-way
Tohethat
we would
into
our blueprint,
somestreet.”
of what
predicted
we
add, “With
democracy comes
Findendorse
by experience.
Indeed,responsibility.”
it is most important
ing
these
boundaries
and
achieving
these
balances
for an organization to reckon with the boundaries
hasoperating
taken time
andtrust,
learning.
Our
applied
values and
of
with
which
might
be summed
up
principles
and trust
the
as
“Trust of
is ademocracy
two-way street.”
Tohave
thatshaped
we would
organization
and its policies,
processes, and Findpracadd,
“With democracy
comes responsibility.”
tices,these
and boundaries
these principles
act asbalances
a coming
and continue
achievingtothese
passtaken
that enables
firm toOur
constantly
has
time andthe
learning.
applied renew
values and
transform of
in democracy
response to and
external
principles
trust and
haveinternal
shaped facthe
tors without diluting
core values
and vital
cultural
organization
and its its
policies,
processes,
and
pracdrivers.
tices,
and these principles continue to act as a compass that enables the firm to constantly renew and
trust and technology must go hand in hand in facilConstant
and Rewards
transformChallenge,
in responseGrowth,
to external
and internal facitating the virtual organization.
Organizations must understand how trust works—
Mostwithout
legal professionals
havevalues
a mind-set
thatcultural
values
tors
diluting its core
and vital
“rank”
within
a
hierarchy,
which
reinforces
their
drivers.
which Handy refers to as the Rules of Trust—and
identity as professionals through position, title, and
trusthas
andinfused
technology
in facilNDA
the must
idea go
of hand
trustininhand
many
aspects
Constant
Growth, gladly
and Rewards
authority.Challenge,
The legal industry
obliges with hiof its
culture
and management
itating
the virtual
organization. practices:
erarchical
in have
whicha mind-set
power accrues
to a
Most
legal structures,
professionals
that values
 We use the term intellectual capital instead of
few at the
top, and
a culture of
dominance
and com“rank”
within
a hierarchy,
which
reinforces
their
pliance. as
This
is antithetical
to NDA’s
commitment
identity
professionals
through
position,
title, and
human
resources
“intangible
value”
NDA
has infused
theand
ideaseeofthe
trust
in many aspects
to
operate
as
a
democratic
enterprise
in
a
flat,
nonauthority.
The
legal
industry
gladly
obliges
with
hiof
our
people
as
NDA’s
greatest
asset.
of its culture and management practices:
 Employees are treated as co-owners—we trust
hierarchicalstructures,
organizational
structure.
so weto
hada
erarchical
in which
powerAnd
accrues
 We
to find
ways
replace
the traditional
trappings
of
few
at the
top,toand
a culture
of dominance
and comthemuse
explicitly
after
defining the
boundaries
in
the term
intellectual
capital
instead of
positional
power
and
authority
with
other
means
pliance. This is antithetical to NDA’s commitment
which they
are to and
operate.
human
resources
see the “intangible value”
 of
foroperate
personal
professional
growth,in
achievement,
to
asand
a democratic
enterprise
a flat, nonWeour
reward
forastrustworthiness
loyalty.
people
NDA’s greatestand
asset.
 We
and
advancement
as
an
individual
gains
capability
hierarchical
organizational
structure.
And
so we had
employ
the
best
technology
resources
to
enEmployees are treated as co-owners—we trust
and
experience.
to
find
ways
to
replace
the
traditional
trappings
of
able our
peopleafter
to create
the the
greatest
value for
them
explicitly
defining
boundaries
in
positional power and authority with other means
clients.they are to operate.
which
 We
Over
the years,
have evolved
a number
of apfor
personal
and we
professional
growth,
achievement,
Ourreward
workplace
policies and performance
for trustworthiness
and loyalty. mea sures
proaches
for
creating
constant
challenge,
a
sense
of
and
advancement
as
an
individual
gains
capability
embody
many
of
the
principles
inherent
in
We employ the best technology resources to engrowth,
and
barometers
of
success
that
will
enable
and
experience.
Handy’s
able
our Rules
peopleoftoTrust.
create the greatest value for
us to retain high-quality talent. These include:
clients.
ToOur
this workplace
last point, policies
Exhibit and
1 (on
page 12) shows
Over the years, we have evolved a number of apperformance
mea Providefor
thesures
relationships
between
specific
aspects
of
NDA’s
thecreating
opportunity
to perform
high-quality
proaches
constant
challenge,
a sense of
embody many of the principles inherent in
intellectual
capital
strategy
and
six
of
Handy’s
Rules
work
on
challenging
value-added
projects
with
growth,
and
barometers
of
success
that
will
enable
Handy’s Rules of Trust.
of Trust.
very
talented
teammates
(NDA’s
fundamental
us to retain high-quality talent. These include:
value proposition).
To this last point, Exhibit 1 (on page 12) shows
 Provide
When
I reflect on
our experience
of management
Structurethe
assignments
greater high-quality
scope, freethe
relationships
between
specific aspects
of NDA’s
opportunitywith
to perform
by trust, I capital
find Handy’s
toHandy’s
be startlingly
dom, on
and
variety value-added
(including exposure
to
intellectual
strategypointers
and six of
Rules
work
challenging
projects with
of Trust.
very talented teammates (NDA’s fundamental
value proposition).

When
I reflect
on our experience
of management
scope, 2009
freeGlobal Business
and Organizational
Excellence
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Exhibit 1. The Rules for Trust and Their Indications for HR Strategy

Handy’s Rules for Trust ∗

Indications for NDA’s Intellectual Capital Strategy

#1: Trust is not blind. It is unwise to trust people whom you
do not know well, whom you have not observed in action
over1.time,
and who
notand
committed
to the same
Exhibit
The Rules
for are
Trust
Their Indications
for goals.
HR Strategy

Handy’s Rules for Trust ∗

•
•
•
•

#1: Trust is not blind. It is unwise to trust people whom you
#2: Unlimited trust is unrealistic in practice. By trust,
do not know well, whom you have not observed in action
organizations really mean confidence—a confidence in
over time, and who are not committed to the same goals.
someone’s competence and in his/her commitment to a
goal.

•
•
•
•
•
•

#3: Trust demands learning. Every individual has to be
#2: Unlimited trust is unrealistic in practice. By trust,
capable of renewal, and all groups must be adaptable
organizations really mean confidence—a confidence in
to change.
someone’s competence and in his/her commitment to a
goal.

•
•

#3: Trust demands learning. Every individual has to be
#4: Trust is tough. Be prepared for mistakes. Where you
capable of renewal, and all groups must be adaptable
cannot trust, you have to become a checker once more,
to change.
with the system of controls.

•
•

#5: Trust needs bonding and touch. The goals of small units
#4: Trust is tough. Be prepared for mistakes. Where you
must gel with the goals of the whole. Build a
cannot trust, you have to become a checker once more,
common mood.
with the system of controls.

•
•
•
•

#5: Trust needs bonding and touch. The goals of small units
must gel with the goals of the whole. Build a
#6: Trust requires leaders and perfect team play.
common mood.

∗ Adapted

12

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

from C. Handy, Trust and the Virtual Organization, Harvard Business Review, 73(3), 40–50.

#6: Trust requires leaders and perfect team play.

12

•
•
•

Establish shared purpose and values.
Retain the right people.
Select the right talent and induct them correctly.
Manage the conflict between systems of control and
Indications for NDA’s Intellectual Capital Strategy
trust.
Establish shared purpose and values.
Define goals clearly, and the individual/team can be left
Retain the right people.
to get on with it (freedom within boundaries).
Select the right talent and induct them correctly.
Control comes in when the results are assessed.
Manage the conflict between systems of control and
trust.
Create a real learning culture and leadership
Define goals clearly, and the individual/team can be left
competencies at all levels.
to get on with it (freedom within boundaries).
Recruit right resources capable of relentless learning.
Control comes in when the results are assessed.
Group leaders should be carefully selected and made
ready for leadership.
Create a real learning culture and leadership
Where people do not live up to expectations, or cannot
competencies at all levels.
be relied on to do what is needed, despite sincere
Recruit right resources capable of relentless learning.
efforts to counsel and reform, then let them go.
Group leaders should be carefully selected and made
Constantly reinforce benchmarks and standards.
ready for leadership.
Create a vision and purpose that is shared and binds.
Where people do not live up to expectations, or cannot
Align individual aspirations with those of the firm.
be relied on to do what is needed, despite sincere
Use the smallest of activities, actions, and behaviors as
efforts to counsel and reform, then let them go.
opportunities to build rapport.
Constantly reinforce benchmarks and standards.
Use inclusive communication, programs, and debates
Create
a vision
and purpose
is shared and binds.
to
generate
involvement
and that
participation.
Align individual aspirations with those of the firm.
Have a common philosophy of leadership and set the
Use the smallest of activities, actions, and behaviors as
standards.
opportunities to build rapport.
Allow many “heroes” to coexist.
Use inclusive communication, programs, and debates
Recognize and drive leadership actions and behaviors.
to generate involvement and participation.

• Have a common philosophy of leadership and set the
standards.
• Allow many “heroes” to coexist.
Afford opportunities for both internal and ex• Recognize and drive leadership actions and behaviors.


international clients and professionals and a
global
mind-set) that individuals are unlikely to
ternal recognition for outstanding work from
∗ Adapted
from C. Handy, Trust and the Virtual Organization, Harvard Business Review, 73(3), 40–50.
find in many other law firms (e.g., dynamic,
clients, the market, and peers.

Provide opportunities for continuous learning.
young team leaders have headed up some of our
 Afford
(Our learning
culture values
ongoing
training,
remost significant
deals,and
and professionals
received the highest
international
clients
and a
opportunities
for both
internal
and exsearch, recognition
and sharing for
of knowledge.)
acclaimmind-set)
from clients
the market).
global
thatand
individuals
are unlikely to
ternal
outstanding work from
 Offer
 Provide
newlaw
roles
and (e.g.,
assignments
as
opportunities
share expertise (e.g.,
find inchallenging
many other
firms
dynamic,
clients, the
market, and to
peers.

opportunities
for development
and
leading internal
classes,for
mentoring,
making
conProvide
opportunities
continuous
learning.
young
team leaders
have headed
upadvancement
some of our
(e.g., we
sent ourdeals,
finest and
technology
to set
ference
presentations,
etc.). ongoing training, re(Our
learning
culture values
most
significant
receivedlawyer
the highest
up our Silicon
Valleyand
office).
search, and sharing of knowledge.)
acclaim
from clients
the market).
 Offer
 Provide
Provide
merit-based,
growth
In
our egalitarian,
merit-based
environment,
challenging
new seniority-neutral
roles and assignments
as
opportunities
to share
expertise these
(e.g.,
through a customized
approachand
to advancement
career develhave
proven
to be classes,
effectivementoring,
alternatives
to hieraropportunities
for development
leading
internal
making
conopment
thetechnology
individual’slawyer
motivation
chy,
status,presentations,
and power asetc.).
drivers of the individual’s
(e.g.,
we that
sent gauges
our finest
to set
ference
andour
offers
the platform
for it.
sense of achievement, recognition, and self-worth.
up
Silicon
Valley office).
 Provide merit-based, seniority-neutral growth
In our egalitarian, merit-based environment, these
through a customized approach to career develhave proven to be effective alternatives to hieraropment that2009
gauges the individual’s motivation
chy, status, and power
drivers
of the individual’s
September/October
DOI: 10.1002/joe
Global as
Business
and Organizational
Excellence
and offers the platform for it.
sense of achievement, recognition, and self-worth.
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And we have been largely successful in retaining
senior talent—turnover is in the single digits—as
a result of sheer intellectual stimulation, recognition, and their growing roster of achievements
And
we have been largely successful in retaining
at NDA.
senior talent—turnover is in the single digits—as
aIt must
result beofmentioned
sheer intellectual
stimulation,
recogthat we have
lost some
talnition,
and
their
growing
roster
of
achievements
ented people who felt they could find better career
at
NDA.opportunities elsewhere. Interestingly, sevgrowth
eral employees who left for other firms asked to reIt
must
be For
mentioned
that “grew
we have
some
taljoin
NDA.
people who
up”lost
in our
demoented
people
who
felt
they
could
find
better
career
cratic system and open culture, settling into more
growth
opportunities
Interestingly,
sevregimented
structures elsewhere.
and narrower
roles in other
eral
employees
who left
for other
firmsthese
asked
to relaw firms
is typically
difficult.
Often,
individjoin
who
“grew up” inbehavior—
our demouals NDA.
tell usFor
it ispeople
NDA’s
organizational
cratic
system
and open
into more
besides,
of course,
the culture,
quality settling
work—that
pulls
regimented
them back. structures and narrower roles in other
law firms is typically difficult. Often, these individuals tell us it is NDA’s organizational behavior—
Interestingly,
severalthe
employees
left for other
besides,
of course,
quality who
work—that
pulls
them
back.
firms
asked to rejoin NDA. For people who “grew up”

in our democratic system and open culture, settling
into more regimented structures and narrower roles
Interestingly, several employees who left for other
in other law firms is typically difficult.
firms asked to rejoin NDA. For people who “grew up”
in our democratic system and open culture, settling
into more regimented structures and narrower roles
in other law firms is typically difficult.

Building Behavioral Competencies
In most law firms, shaping technical competencies and proficiencies tend to take precedence
over behavioral and attitudinal development. Most
Building
Behavioral
top law firms
tend Competencies
to have comparable technical
In
most law firms,
shaping technical
competence—and
cultures—and
so pay iscompetenthe domcies
proficiencies
tendthetomain
takereason
precedence
inant and
employer
proposition,
to join
over
behavioral and attitudinal development. Most
the firm.
top law firms tend to have comparable technical
competence—and
cultures—and
so and
pay is
the domAt NDA, organizational
behavior
culture
are
inant
employer
proposition,
the
main
reason
to join
key differentiators in attracting both talent
and
the
firm.and we have implemented several strategies,
clients,

 Consciously hire, grow, and retain those with a

broader mind-set and outlook and who are differently motivated.
 Place equal emphasis on behavioral and intangi ble
Consciously
hire, as
grow,
retain those
with a
competencies
welland
as technical
competenbroader
mind-set
outlook and
who are and
difcies
in goal
setting,and
performance
assessment,
ferently motivated.
development.
 Place
emphasis
on behavioral
and the
intangiAllowequal
ability
and attitude
to determine
“alble
competencies
as well
as technical
competentitude”
an individual
attains
in growth
and adcies
in goal in
setting,
performance assessment, and
vancement
the firm.
 development.
Drive development of behavioral competen Allow
ability and
attitude(training),
to determine
the “alcies through
education
experience
titude”
an management
individual attains
in growth and
ad(different
responsibilities),
expovancement
in the conferences,
firm.
sure (to clients,
media, etc.), and
 Drive
development
behavioralperformance
competenfeedback
(coaching, ofcounseling,
cies
through
education (training), experience
evaluation,
etc.).
(different management responsibilities), expoWesure
strive
diffuseconferences,
the emphasis
on pay—while
(totoclients,
media,
etc.), and
keeping
it competitive—by
broadeningperformance
the concept
feedback
(coaching, counseling,
of evaluation,
rewards beyond
etc.). that of dollar compensation.
Learning, culture, and quality of work, along with
We
strive to
diffuse
the emphasis
onadvancement
pay—while
alternative
forms
of career
growth and
keeping
it competitive—by
broadening
the concept
mentioned
earlier, are all rich
rewards and
part of
of
rewardsemployer
beyond proposition.
that of dollar compensation.
an NDA’s
Learning, culture, and quality of work, along with
alternative
forms of career
growth and advancement
Balancing Freedom
and Control
mentioned
earlier,
are all rich
rewards Trust
and part
of
Handy’s Rule
#1 (Exhibit
1) cautions:
is not
an
NDA’s
employer
proposition.
blind. It is unwise to trust people whom you do
not know well, whom you have not observed in acBalancing
Freedom
tion over time,
and and
whoControl
are not committed to the
Handy’s
RuleIn#1a (Exhibit
1) cautions:
is not
same goals.
democratic
enterpriseTrust
where
orblind.
It is unwise
to istrust
people
whom you
do
ganizational
behavior
a key
differentiator
in the
not
know well,
whom you whom
have not
acmarketplace,
determining
to observed
trust andinhow
tion
time,a and
are not
committed
to valthe
muchover
requires
very who
systematic
approach.
Since
same
goals.
In a democratic
where the
orues drive
behavior,
at NDA weenterprise
strive to embed
ganizational
is athekey
differentiator
the
firm’s values behavior
throughout
organization
andinalign
marketplace,
determining
to trust
individual aspirations
withwhom
the firm’s
goals.and how
much requires a very systematic approach. Since valThe
firm’sbehavior,
values asatwe
articulate
them
today the
reues drive
NDA
we strive
to embed
flect
not
only
NDA’s
value
proposition,
but
also
the
firm’s values throughout the organization and align
principles of
democracy
andthe
trust:
individual
aspirations
with
firm’s goals.

including the following, for building and reinforcing
 Excellence
The
firm’s values as we articulate them today reAt
NDA, organizational
behavior
are
behavioral
competencies that
reflectand
ourculture
principles
 Knowledge
flect
not only NDA’s
key
differentiators
sharingvalue proposition, but also the
and values
as a firm:in attracting both talent and
principles of democracy and trust:
clients, and we have implemented several strategies,
including the following, for building and reinforcing

behavioral
reflect our principles
Global
Business competencies
and Organizational that
Excellence
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 Trust
 Teamwork
 Entrepreneurialism
 Transparency
 Accountability
Trust
 Teamwork
 Entrepreneurialism
Employees
who demonstrate over time that they un Transparency
derstand,
embrace, and act according to our shared
 Accountability
purpose
and values are given considerable freedom
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a more disciplined work ethos, and the employee is
subject to some control through policies and processes. Once a person can be trusted to act within
that values framework, she is accorded more freeis relaxed
theemployee
individual
adom.
moreControl
disciplined
work gradually
ethos, andasthe
is
gains professional
maturity,
has imbibed
approsubject
to some control
through
policiesthe
and
propriate work
andbehas
sufficiently
scaled
cesses.
Once discipline,
a person can
trusted
to act within
up
in
competence.
For
instance,
after
three
that values framework, she is accorded more years
freethe employee
be eligible
for flexi-working,
for
dom.
Control may
is relaxed
gradually
as the individual
to grow, learn, and earn. We then use a strong perhigherprofessional
benefits (such
as increased
leave entitlement),
gains
maturity,
has imbibed
the approformance management
systemover
as atime
control
assess
and so work
on. discipline, and has sufficiently scaled
Employees
who demonstrate
that to
they
unpriate
employees’embrace,
behaviors
Sharing
vision
derstand,
andand
act results.
according
to oura shared
up in competence. For instance, after three years
and
purpose,
and aligning
aspirations
During
this period,
weeligible
rotate for
employees
across difpurpose
and values
are givenindividual
considerable
freedom
the
employee
may be
flexi-working,
for
with
the learn,
goals and earn.
valuesWe
of then
the firm,
creates
ferent practices,
industries,
seating
places,
and even
to
grow,
use aalso
strong
perhigher
benefits (such
as increased
leave
entitlement),
a bond among
memberssystem
of theasfirm,
another
mentors,
formance
management
a control
to essenassess
and
so on.not only for a well-rounded knowledge
tial ingredient
of trust and
(Handy’s
Rule
#5). a vision
base but also to make them adaptable and prevent
employees’
behaviors
results.
Sharing
aDuring
“silo”this
mind-set.
seek
to create across
a one-firm
and purpose, and aligning individual aspirations
period,We
wealso
rotate
employees
difmind-set,
where industries,
location is seating
irrelevant.
with
the Shared
goals and
values
ofValues
the firm, also creates
ferent
practices,
places, and even
Instilling
Purpose
and
aUnlike
bond many
amongother
members
of thethat
firm,
another
mentors, not only for a well-rounded knowledge
law firms
hire
larger essennumOngoing
performance
including
tial
ingredient
of
trust
(Handy’s
Rule
#5).
base
but also
to make feedback,
them adaptable
andcounselprevent
bers of new lawyers from one or two institutions,
ing
by
managers
and
mentors,
facilitates
this
process
a “silo” mind-set. We also seek to create a one-firm
NDA hires the best-quality individuals from a variof instilling
the firm’s
values.
An employee who has
mind-set,
where
location
is irrelevant.
ety of leading
law
colleges,
from abroad, and
Instilling
Shared
Purpose
andeven
Values
been
a
critic
of
the
firm
can
become
its best chamwith
a
range
of
professional
backgrounds.
Such
diUnlike many other law firms that hire larger numpion.
If,
despite
all
efforts,
the
values
of the
indiOngoing
performance
feedback,
including
counselversity
an essential
ouror
talent
but
bers
of isnew
lawyers part
fromofone
two strategy,
institutions,
vidual
and
the
firm
do
not
align,
then
we
let
the
ing by managers and mentors, facilitates this process
it makes
thethetask
of shaping
“atypical”from
individual
NDA
hires
best-quality
individuals
a variemployee
move
on. We’ll
even
a high performer
of
instilling
the firm’s
values.
Anletemployee
who has
andofcollective
behaviors
andeven
aspirations
around
ety
leading law
colleges,
from abroad,
anda
go
if
after
repeated
feedback
and
coaching,
his
attibeen
a
critic
of
the
firm
can
become
its
best
chamcore
set
of
shared
values
tricky
and
demanding.
with a range of professional backgrounds. Such ditude
and
demonstrated
behaviors
run
counter
to
the
pion.
If,
despite
all
efforts,
the
values
of
the
indiversity is an essential part of our talent strategy, but
shared
culture
and
beliefs
at
NDA.
And,
of
course,
vidual and the firm do not align, then we let the
it makes the task of shaping “atypical” individual
individualsmove
can also
make even
the decision
that
NDA is
employee
on. We’ll
let a high
performer
andUnlike
collective
behaviors
and
around a
many other
law firms
thataspirations
hire larger numbers
not
a
good
fit
for
them.
While
turnover
within
the
go
if
after
repeated
feedback
and
coaching,
his atticore
set of
shared
values
and demanding.
of new
lawyers
from
one ortricky
two institutions,
NDA hires
first three
years is typically
on parrun
with
the industry
tude
and demonstrated
behaviors
counter
to the
the best-quality individuals from a variety of leading
averageculture
of 25–30
number
tapers
to sinshared
andpercent,
beliefs this
at NDA.
And,
of course,
law colleges, even from abroad, and with a range of
gle digits forcan
associates
withthe
more
than four
individuals
also make
decision
that years
NDA of
is
Unlike many other law firms that hire larger numbers
professional backgrounds.
experience.
not
a good fit for them. While turnover within the
of new lawyers from one or two institutions, NDA hires
first three years is typically on par with the industry
the best-quality individuals from a variety of leading
This focus
on purpose
andthis
values
in the
employee’s
average
of 25–30
percent,
number
tapers
to sincolleges,
even
from abroad,
withyears
a range
initial
three
years
at
NDA
is
fully
integrated
intoof
a
Welaw
believe
that
it takes
about and
three
to of
fully
gle digits for associates with more than four years
professional
backgrounds.
larger experience designed to develop and hone the
integrate
an individual
into the value system of the
experience.
individual’s knowledge and skills through participafirm. Thus, we focus on the entry-level employee’s
tion in
client
activities.
Employees
first 1,000 days as the critical period for internalThis
focus
onprojects
purposeand
andfirm
values
in the employee’s
benefit
from
a
broad
scope
of
work,
challenging
izing
the
shared
purpose
and
values—and
weeding
initial three years at NDA is fully integrated intoasa
We believe that it takes about three years to fully
signments,
exposure
to quality
work, client
interacout conflicting
priorities—that
will drive
theofperlarger
experience
designed
to develop
and hone
the
integrate
an individual
into the value
system
the
tion, and extensive
learning
opportunities.
son’s Thus,
behaviors
as a member
of the firm.employee’s
We instill
individual’s
knowledge
and skills
through participafirm.
we focus
on the entry-level
tion in client projects and firm activities. Employees
first 1,000 days as the critical period for internalbenefit from a broad scope of work, challenging asizing the shared purpose and values—and weeding
signments, exposure
to Business
qualityand
work,
client interacout
conflicting 2009
priorities—that will drive the perSeptember/October
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tion, and extensive learning opportunities.
son’s behaviors as a member of the firm. We instill
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Accountability Through Performance Management

The freedom associated with a democracy is workable only if it comes with individual accountability—
in Handy’s Rule #2 for organizations, unlimited
trust is unrealistic.
Under
our democratic
model,
Accountability
Through
Performance
Management
individuals
given freedom
within theis frameThe
freedomare
associated
with a democracy
workworkonly
of ifshared
values
and goals accountability—
that reflect the
able
it comes
with individual
collective
interest.
Trust
confidence unlimited
is earned
in
Handy’s
Rule #2
for and
organizations,
through
performance
(i.e.,
how
they
use
their
freetrust is unrealistic. Under our democratic model,
dom to produce
the desired
exindividuals
are given
freedomresults)
within and
the by
framehibiting
and and
attitudes
work
of behaviors
shared values
goals that
that reflect
reflect the
firm’s values.
collective
interest. Trust and confidence is earned
through performance (i.e., how they use their freeWe harness
accountability
through
a strong
dom
to produce
the desired
results)
and perforby exmance management
that includes
followhibiting
behaviors system
and attitudes
that the
reflect
the
ing elements:
firm’s
values.

Good performers get the full benefits of flexibility
and relaxation of control, and high performers with
potential are developed faster and given greater responsibilities to enable quick growth and challenge.
Good performers get the full benefits of flexibility
and relaxation of control, and high performers with
potential
are developed
and given
greater reFueling
Competency
andfaster
Growth:
A Learning
sponsibilities to enable quick growth and challenge.
Culture
In the context of our strategic positioning at the
premium end of the spectrum, we hire high-caliber
Fueling
Competency
A Learning
talent and
invest in and
theirGrowth:
fast-track
development,
Culture
rapidly honing their knowledge and skills to build
thethe
capabilities
needed
to consistently
deliver
In
context of
our strategic
positioning
at the
highest quality
service.
premium
end ofofthe
spectrum, we hire high-caliber
talent and invest in their fast-track development,
In
the context
Handy’s
Rule #3,
rapidly
honingof
their
knowledge
andTrust
skillsdemands
to build
learning
and renewal,
weto
strive
to maintain
a culture
the
capabilities
needed
consistently
deliver
the
in which
the organization
highest
quality
of service. not only offers opportunities for learning but also values, expects, and
rewards
learning.
LearningRule
also#3,
fuels
personal
deIn the context
of Handy’s
Trust
demands
velopment
growth,
astosuch
is a source
of
learning
andand
renewal,
weand
strive
maintain
a culture
individual
satisfaction
and not
reward,
antidote
to
in
which the
organization
onlyan
offers
opporthe excessive
focus onbut
payalso
in other
lawexpects,
firms. and
tunities
for learning
values,
rewards learning. Learning also fuels personal development
and as such is a source of
Law School and
Aftergrowth,
Law School
individual
satisfaction
and
reward,
antidote
to
We implemented
a “Law
School
afteranLaw
School”
the
excessive
focus
on
pay
in
other
law
firms.
concept to accelerate learning through several formal programs:
Law School After Law School
 aimplemented
75-minute interdisciplinary
session
We
a “Law School “learning”
after Law School”
at the to
beginning
of learning
every workday,
concept
accelerate
through several for continuing
mal
programs: education (CE) and “catch-ups” in
different practice areas,
 Yearn
to Learn
(Y2L), akin to
tutorials,session
where
a 75-minute
interdisciplinary
“learning”
junior
associates of
discuss
study a subject toat
the beginning
every and
workday,
 continuing
gether, and education (CE) and “catch-ups” in
 different
Read to Learn
(R2L),
practice
areas,where lessons from books
 Yearn
are shared.
to Learn (Y2L), akin to tutorials, where
junior associates discuss and study a subject toNonbillable
Work
gether, and
 Read associates
NDA’s
have where
other lessons
important
to Learn (R2L),
fromvehicles
books
forare
learning
shared.and the dissemination of knowledge,

 We
agree accountability
on goals and then
accord
teams perforthe auWe
harness
through
a strong
tonomy
to innovate
and that
apply
strategies,
tactics,
mance
management
system
includes
the followmethods that work for them.
ingand
elements:
 Results are monitored with the use of
 We
state-of-the-art
technology
to track
firm
agree on goals
and then accord
teams
the and
auindividual
performance,
productivity,
work
tonomy
to innovate
and apply
strategies, tactics,
allocation,
and
other
metrics,
within the frameand
methods
that
work
for them.
 Results
work of NDA’s
balanced scorecard
are monitored
with the (discussed
use of
later).
state-of-the-art
technology to track firm and
 individual
We conduct performance,
a biannual performance
evaluation
productivity,
work
that encompasses
performance,
attitude,
loyallocation,
and other
metrics, within
theand
framealty, and
provide balanced
continuous
performance
feedwork
of NDA’s
scorecard
(discussed
back
later).for immediate corrective action.
 We conduct a biannual performance evaluation
encompasses
performance,
attitude,
and loyIt isthat
imperative
that all
are given equal
opportunity
alty, and provide
continuous
feedto demonstrate
performance
and performance
potential. Trust
is
back for
immediate
corrective action.
unviable,
however,
if performance
and capability are
inconsistent. Those employees who do not achieve
threshold
levels that
of performance
monitored
and
It
is imperative
all are givenare
equal
opportunity
counseled,
and, performance
if necessary, and
bound
by policy
and
to
demonstrate
potential.
Trust
is
process, and
if thatif performance
is not successful,
they are are
let
unviable,
however,
and capability
go. (Handy’s Those
Rule #4:
Trust is who
tough.
inconsistent.
employees
do Be
notprepared
achieve
for
mistakes.)
performersare
getmonitored
the full benethreshold
levelsGood
of performance
and
fits
of flexibility
relaxationbound
of control,
and high
counseled,
and, and
if necessary,
by policy
and
performers
potential
developedthey
faster
process, andwith
if that
is notare
successful,
areand
let
given
greater responsibilities
growth
go. (Handy’s
Rule #4: Trusttoisenable
tough.quick
Be prepared
and mistakes.)
challenge. Good performers get the full benefor
fits of flexibility and relaxation of control, and high
performers with potential are developed faster and
Nonbillable Work
given
greaterandresponsibilities
to enable quick growth
NDA’s associates have other important
vehicles
Global Business
Organizational Excellence
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and challenge.
for learning and the dissemination of knowledge,
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including conducting research, writing articles,
speaking at seminars/law colleges, and contributOffering NDA as a learning and exposure platform to
ing to analytical newsletters (hotlines). All represent
the world’s best student talent pool made strategic
nonchargeable work. Whereas in most law firms
sense, in terms of refining and taking our internship
chargeable conducting
(billable, client-mandated)
work
takes
including
research, writing
articles,
program to a world-class standard as well as getting
center stage,
thus making colleges,
nonchargeable
time sigspeaking
at seminars/law
and contributOffering NDA as a learning and exposure platform to
crucial insights into the potential global talent pool
nificantly
less valued,
we view
these kinds
of noning
to analytical
newsletters
(hotlines).
All represent
the world’s best student talent pool made strategic
and mind-set.
billable
work aswork.
very valuable
firmlaw
andfirms
the
nonchargeable
Whereas to
in the
most
sense, in terms of refining and taking our internship
individual. Thus,
we make
it an integral work
part oftakes
goal
chargeable
(billable,
client-mandated)
program to a world-class standard as well as getting
setting,stage,
with definite
targets
whose achievement
is
center
thus making
nonchargeable
time siginsights
potential
global
talent
pool
In crucial
January
2009,into
sixthelaw
students
from
Harvard
linked to rewards.
nificantly
less valued, we view these kinds of nonLaw
interned at our Mumbai office—not a
andSchool
mind-set.
billable work as very valuable to the firm and the
common occurrence in India. It allowed the Harvard
individual. Thus, we make it an integral part of goal
Mentoring
Law students, who hitherto had very limited or no
setting, with definite targets whose achievement is
Mentoring relationships help to create a learning
access
to Asian
lawsix
firms,
issues,Harvard
opporIn
January
2009,
lawmarkets,
studentsorfrom
linked to rewards.
mind-set. Such arrangements give individuals access
tunitySchool
to understand
and
apply
themselves
in thisa
Law
interned at
our
Mumbai
office—not
to guidance and knowledge geared to their specific
different legal
environment
culturalthe
context.
As
common
occurrence
in India.and
It allowed
Harvard
needs and interests while providing mentors with
Mentoring
Titus
Lin,
one
of
the
Harvard
interns,
puts
it:
Law students, who hitherto had very limited or no
informal
butrelationships
rewarding opportunities
to share
their
Mentoring
help to create
a learning
access to Asian law firms, markets, or issues, opporexperienceSuch
and expertise.
We also
“remind-set.
arrangements
givefrequently
individualsuse
access
I feel strongly
that theand
professionalism
and quality
tunity
to understand
apply themselves
in this
verse
mentoring,”
whereby junior
transto
guidance
and knowledge
gearedassociates
to their specific
of work that
have been exposed
to here
is of the
different
legalIenvironment
and cultural
context.
As
fer their
learnings
andwhile
acquired
expertise
in a certain
needs
and
interests
providing
mentors
with
level
that
can
be
found
in
top
law
firms
the
world
Titus Lin, one of the Harvard interns, puts it:
area
to senior
associates,opportunities
or they lead certain
informal
but rewarding
to shareinitiatheir
over. I myself feel better prepared to practice as a
tives with senior
associates
team
members.
experience
and expertise.
Weasalso
frequently
use “rein the States
because
of the lessons
taught
Ilawyer
feel strongly
that the
professionalism
and quality
verse mentoring,” whereby junior associates transto me
bythat
my mentors
and exposed
coworkers
India.
of
work
I have been
to here in
is of
the
fer their learnings and acquired expertise in a certain
These
are
lessons
that
I
will
treasure
forever.
level that can be found in top law firms the world
The Internship Program
area to senior associates, or they lead certain initiaover. I myself feel better prepared to practice as a
Our robust internship program reflects our learning
tives with senior associates as team members.
lawyer in the States because of the lessons taught
culture even at early touch points with potential new
Compensation
to
me by my mentors and coworkers here in India.
hires, enhancing NDA’s employer brand through inThese
are we
lessons
I willhard
treasure
forever.
dividual
experience.
It has been an excellent talent
Although
havethat
worked
to diffuse
the heavy
The
Internship
Program
resource.
Most
often, program
we selectreflects
the best
oflearning
our inemphasis that other law firms place on compensaOur
robust
internship
our
terns foreven
a permanent
position
with
NDA.
tion, it is still an important reinforcement mechaculture
at early touch
points
with
potential new
Compensation
nism. We have a strong pay-for-performance culhires, enhancing NDA’s employer brand through inAs a lawexperience.
firm that has
chosen
in a global
ture in place,
but with
the hard
difference
that the
behavior
dividual
It has
beentoanwork
excellent
talent
Although
we have
worked
to diffuse
heavy
environment,
global
benchmarks
doing
is an integral
thefirms
reward
“formula”;
perresource.
Mostusing
often,
we select
the best and
of our
inemphasis
that part
otheroflaw
place
on compensahigh-end
forwith
global
clients, it was
formance
assess attitude
and loyalty
as
terns
for across-border
permanent work
position
NDA.
tion,
it is evaluations
still an important
reinforcement
mechaalso logical to move toward a global outlook to
well
as
performance.
Capable
performers
in
their
nism. We have a strong pay-for-performance cultalent
planning
andhas
sourcing.
NDA
as a
first three
years
NDAthe
aredifference
typically that
compensated
As
a law
firm that
chosen Offering
to work in
a global
ture
in place,
butatwith
behavior
learning and exposure
platform
to the world’s
best
at market
benchmarks,
andreward
then above
market after
environment,
using global
benchmarks
and doing
is
an integral
part of the
“formula”;
perstudent talent
pool made
sense,
in it
terms
three to five
years of professional
experience.
high-end
cross-border
workstrategic
for global
clients,
was
formance
evaluations
assess attitude
and loyalty as
of
takingtoward
our internship
alsorefining
logical and
to move
a global program
outlook to
well as performance. Capable performers in their
a world-class
as wellOffering
as getting
crucial
For three
a long
time,
we were
completely
transpartalent
planningstandard
and sourcing.
NDA
as a
first
years
at NDA
are typically
compensated
insights into
the potential
global
pool best
and
entmarket
aboutbenchmarks,
compensation,
individuals
to
learning
and exposure
platform
to talent
the world’s
at
and allowing
then above
market after
mind-set.talent pool made strategic sense, in terms
recommend
their ofown
pay in experience.
line with their
student
three
to five years
professional
of refining and taking our internship program to
a world-class standard as well as getting crucial
For a long time, we were completely transparinsights
into the
ent about compensation,
allowing
individuals
to
September/October
2009potential global talent pool and
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responsibilities. As NDA grew, we turned to a
three-member democratically elected Compensation
Committee to recommend salary reviews. (Any
member with at least three years of professional
experience who had
been with
firm
more to
than
responsibilities.
As NDA
grew,thewe
turned
a
a year could be
voted onto this
committee.)
With
three-member
democratically
elected
Compensation
the creation of
democratic
governance
Committee
to formal
recommend
salary
reviews. mech(Any
anisms
such
as
the
Democratic
Decision
Pyramid
member with at least three years of professional
(discussed later),
compensation
decisions
are than
now
experience
who had
been with the
firm more
overseen
by the
Committee.
Although
we
a
year could
beExecutive
voted onto
this committee.)
With
havecreation
adopted
more systematic
to mechdeterthe
ofaformal
democraticapproach
governance
mine pay
(compensation
benchmarks,
for instance),
anisms
such
as the Democratic
Decision
Pyramid
we still bring
greatcompensation
transparency,decisions
inclusiveness,
and
(discussed
later),
are now
effort to the
process
and methodology.
overseen
by the
Executive
Committee. Although we
have adopted a more systematic approach to deterCreating
for our leadership
and for
top instance),
talent is a
mine
paywealth
(compensation
benchmarks,
2
Currently,
we
are
exploring
other
innovapriority.
we still bring great transparency, inclusiveness,
and
tions such
our Legal
Angel Fund (LEAF)
effort
to theasprocess
andEquity
methodology.
program, a fund corpus from our investments in
various start-ups
and
other
companies,
which
is isinCreating
wealth for
our
leadership
and top
talent
a
2 generate wealth for employees as well.
tended
to
priority. Currently, we are exploring other innovaThis issuch
envisaged
as an Equity
alternative
to Fund
an employee
tions
as our Legal
Angel
(LEAF)
stock ownership
program,
a fund(ESOP)
corpusscheme.
from our investments in
various start-ups and other companies, which is intended to generate wealth for employees as well.
Integrating
Cultureasand
Into to
Strategic
This is envisaged
an Values
alternative
an employee
Planning:
The Balanced
stock
ownership
(ESOP) Scorecard
scheme.
Individual goals developed as part of the performance management system are linked to NDA’s
Integrating
Culture and
Values
Strategic
balanced scorecard
(BSC),
ourInto
approach
to stratPlanning:
The Balanced
Scorecard
egy formulation
in a three-year
mid-term planning
cycle. The goals
BSC isdeveloped
used to track
firmofperformance
Individual
as part
the perforand
status
with
metrics
in
line
with
the
two
obmance management system are linked tocore
NDA’s
jectives ofscorecard
our strategic
plan,our
high
performance
and
balanced
(BSC),
approach
to stratoperational
excellence,
and to mobilize
action
that
egy
formulation
in a three-year
mid-term
planning
strikes The
the right
drivers
that lead
cycle.
BSC balance
is used between
to trackall
firm
performance
to
results.
As
part
of
this,
we
use
the
BSC
to reinand status with metrics in line with the two core
obforce a of
powerful
organization
culture,
shared purjectives
our strategic
plan, high
performance
and
pose, and higher-order
that are
competioperational
excellence, behaviors
and to mobilize
action
that
tive strengths
forbalance
NDA. between all drivers that lead
strikes
the right
to results. As part of this, we use the BSC to reinTwo of
our BSC categories
are culture,
what you
mightpurexforce
a powerful
organization
shared
pect to
find
in any lawbehaviors
firm: Financial
revpose,
and
higher-order
that are(e.g.,
competienuestrengths
by practice/industry/associate,
etc.) and Client
tive
for NDA.

The BSC is used to track firm performance and status
with metrics in line with the two core objectives of
our strategic plan, high performance and operational
excellence, and to mobilize action that strikes the
The BSC is used to track firm performance and status
right balance between all drivers that lead to results.
with metrics in line with the two core objectives of
our strategic plan, high performance and operational
excellence,
mobilizesold
action
strikes client,
the
(e.g.,
numberand
of toservices
perthat
existing
right balance
all drivers
that lead
to results.
number
of newbetween
inquiries
converted
to assignments,
etc.). To strengthen and monitor elements of our
culture essential to both our competitive positioning
and employer
BSC has
third category
(e.g.,
number proposition,
of services sold
per aexisting
client,
of metrics,
Learning
andconverted
Growth, to
which
includes
number
of new
inquiries
assignments,
such
as the and
following:
etc.). measures
To strengthen
monitor elements of our
culture essential to both our competitive positioning
 number
of (acceptable
or apand
employer
proposition,quality)
BSC hasquotations
a third category
in the media
of pearances
metrics, Learning
and (thought
Growth, leadership),
which includes
 number
of (acceptable
quality) articles, research
such
measures
as the following:
papers, or hotlines published,
 number of
of (acceptable
(acceptable quality)
quality)quotations
speaking assignor apments at conferences
or(thought
seminars,leadership),
and
pearances
in the media
 continuing
education (CE)
program
attendance
number of (acceptable
quality)
articles,
research
(percent).
papers,
or hotlines published,
 number of (acceptable quality) speaking assignAdditionally,
a fourth or
category,
Internal
ments at conferences
seminars,
and Process
 continuing
metrics,
reinforces
NDA’s
of
education
(CE)strategic
programobjective
attendance
operational
excellence.
(percent).

Additionally, a fourth category, Internal Process
metrics,
reinforces
Democratic
DecisionNDA’s
Making strategic objective of
operational
excellence.
A democratic
system needs to pay particular attention to its decision-making processes. Early on, we
sought to govern by consensus-based decisions and
Democratic
Decision
Making
encourage debate
among
the leaders. This approach
may
be
slower,
but
it
results
in pay
greater
ownership
of
A democratic system needs to
particular
attendecisions.
tion
to its decision-making processes. Early on, we
sought to govern by consensus-based decisions and
One drawback,
was
that in
ourapproach
encourencourage
debatehowever,
among the
leaders.
This
aging
but
not
aggressively
demanding
culture,
peomay be slower, but it results in greater ownership
of
ple at times chose their priorities differently, with
decisions.
the result that certain activities and tasks would be
marginalized.
Handy’s
Rulewas
#6 emphasizes
trust
One
drawback,
however,
that in ourthat
encouraging but not aggressively demanding culture, people at times chose their priorities differently, with
Two of our BSC categories are what you might exthe result that certain activities and
tasks would
pect Business
to findandinOrganizational
any law firm:
Financial (e.g., revGlobal
Excellence
DOI: 10.1002/joe
September/October
2009be
marginalized. Handy’s Rule #6 emphasizes that trust
enue by practice/industry/associate, etc.) and Client
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Exhibit 2. NDA’s Democratic Decision Pyramid

Who?

How?
DECISION METHOD

Exhibit 2. NDA’s Democratic Decision Pyramid

CEO Veto

5%

External
Advisory
External
Advisory
Who?
Board
Board(AB)
(AB)

Minority Wisdom How?
10%

DECISION METHOD
CEO Veto
5%
25%
Majority
Minority Wisdom 10%

Majority

Consensus

Consensus

External
ExternalAdvisory
Advisory
Board
(AB)
Board
(AB)
The
Executive
The Executive
Committee
Committee

25%
The
TheExecutive
Executive
Committee
Committee
The
ThePartners
Partners
Group
Group

60%

60%

% OF DECISIONS

18

18

CEO
COO
2 Sr. Partners
AB Chairman
CEO
COO
2 Sr. Partners
AB Chairman

The
ThePartners
Partners
Group
Group
The
Leadership
The Leadership
Council
Council

Partners
Directors
Team Leaders

The
TheLeadership
Leadership
Council
Council

Partners
Directors
Team Leaders

An important aspect of our governance is the presneeds leaders and perfect team play, which implies
% OF DECISIONS
ence of an external board, chaired by a former partsome framework for prioritizing
and synchronizing
ner of one of the big four accountancy firms in the
action. As a solution, we implemented our DemoUnited States. This board contributes to strategic
cratic Decision Pyramid, shown in Exhibit 2, which
andimportant
leadershipaspect
direction
andgovernance
strengthensisour
provides
moreand
efficient
and
consistent
mechanisms
An
of our
thegoverpresneeds leaders
perfect
team
play, which
implies
nance.
an eye
on chaired
the overall
all
for governance
making
still emence
of It
ankeeps
external
board,
by awelfare
former of
partsome
frameworkand
fordecision
prioritizing
and while
synchronizing
phasizing
process.
members
and accountancy
in case of differences
of
ner
of oneofofthe
thefirm,
big four
firms in the
action.
Asaademocratic
solution, we
implemented our Demoopinion,States.
acts asThis
ombudsman.
United
board contributes to strategic
cratic Decision Pyramid, shown in Exhibit 2, which
As part of
theefficient
Pyramid,
created mechanisms
three counand leadership direction and strengthens our goverprovides
more
andwe
consistent
cils governance
to align leadership
processes,
As Exhibit
2 illustrates,
Decision
nance.
It keeps
an eye on the
the Democratic
overall welfare
of all
for
and decision
making thought,
while stillcomempetencies,
and
decision
making:
the
Executive
Pyramid
still
allows
for
about
60
percent
of
phasizing a democratic process.
members of the firm, and in case of differencesdeof
3
Committee (EC), the Partners Group, and the Leadcisions toacts
be as
reached
by consensus while providopinion,
ombudsman.
ership
councils
have a planned
aning additional modes of decision-making in specific
As
partCouncil.
of the These
Pyramid,
we created
three counnual to
calendar
of meetingsprocesses,
to ensure strategic,
instances—namely,
majority
minority Decision
wisdom,
cils
align leadership
thought, transcomAs
Exhibit 2 illustrates,
thevote,
Democratic
formational,
and
transactional
leadership.
and
CEO
veto.
petencies, and decision making: the Executive
Pyramid still allows for about 60 percent of deCommittee (EC), the Partners Group,3 and the Leadcisions to be reached by consensus while providership Council. These councils have a planned aning additional modes of decision-making in specific
nual calendar of meetings to ensure strategic, transinstances—namely, majority vote, minority wisdom,
formational,
and
transactional leadership.
and CEO veto.
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Growing Strong Leaders
municated and discussed. Some of the mechanisms
for inclusive communication and information flows
Leadership and perfect team play (Rule #6 again)
include the following:
necessitate a common philosophy of leadership and
standards for its practice. At NDA, we actively plan
 Town Halls follow Leadership Council meetings
Growing
Strong Leaders
municated and discussed. Some of the mechanisms
the development
of our leaders so that they build
once a month.
for
inclusive communication and information flows
the competencies
NDA needs
and share
common
Leadership
and perfect
team play
(Rulea#6
again)
 “The
Leader’s Podium” provides communication
include
the following:
philosophy
of
how
to
lead
in
a
democratic,
nonhiernecessitate a common philosophy of leadership and
updates from the firm’s leaders and shares their
archical, trust-based
enterprise.
Deliberate
lessons
in
standards
for its practice.
At NDA,
we actively
plan
 Town
perspectives.
Halls follow Leadership Council meetings
leadership
can range
from
holding
discussion
on
the
development
of our
leaders
so athat
they build
 Updates
and newsletters from different locations
once a month.
4
to giving
a young
Level
5 Leadership
the
competencies
NDA
needs and
shareprofessional
a common
 “The
share Leader’s
information
as well
as givecommunication
a platform to
Podium”
provides
international
and
philosophy ofexperience
how to lead
in aexposure.
democratic, nonhierdifferentfrom
voicesthe
and
dimensions
the firm.
updates
firm’s
leaders around
and shares
their
archical, trust-based enterprise. Deliberate lessons in
 perspectives.
Insight commentaries, or hotlines, and a hardA
democratic
leaders
who pracleadership
canorganization
range from needs
holding
a discussion
on
 Updates
working and
Webnewsletters
site link usfrom
to larger
networks
and
different
locations
4
tice
behaviors,
which
are professional
not always
to giving
a young
Leveldemocratic
5 Leadership
communities.
share
information as well as give a platform to
easy to inculcate
in a diverse,
highinternational
experience
and high-performing,
exposure.
different voices and dimensions around the firm.
quality talent pool of senior professionals who by
 Insight commentaries, or hotlines, and a hardStrengthening
Bonds and Maintaining Work-Life
nature
view their
expertise needs
as a source
personal
A
democratic
organization
leadersofwho
pracworking Web site link us to larger networks and
Balance
authority.
While behaviors,
freedom ofwhich
expression,
including
tice
democratic
are not
always
communities.
Given
that lawyers are inherently individualistic,
criticism,
is a vital
democracy, criticism
easy
to inculcate
in aelement
diverse,ofhigh-performing,
highambitious,
and self-driven professionals, low emdelivered
inappropriately
or
with
the
wrong
intenquality talent pool of senior professionals who by
Strengthening
Bondstends
and Maintaining
Work-Life
ployee
commitment
to be an organizational
tion canview
destroy
others.
nature
their passion
expertiseand
as positivism
a source ofinpersonal
Balance
hazard in law firms, and a barrier to building trust
We coach While
leadersfreedom
in howoftoexpression,
convey criticism
in
authority.
including
(Handy’s
Rule
#5: Bonding
and touchindividualistic,
are necessary
Given
that
lawyers
are inherently
a constructive
manner
so that
it is useful criticism
to those
criticism,
is a vital
element
of democracy,
for
trust).
To
help
strengthen
engagement
and emorambitious,
and
self-driven
professionals,
low
receiving
it.
We
foster
adult-adult
relationships,
in
delivered inappropriately or with the wrong intenganizational
and
employee
bonds,
NDA
provides
ployee commitment tends to be an organizational
whichcan
leaders
usepassion
coaching,
andothers.
mention
destroy
andfacilitation,
positivism in
a rangeinoflaw
opportunities
its employees
inhazard
firms, and afor
barrier
to buildingtotrust
toring
rather
than supervisory
directive
styles of
We
coach
leaders
in how to or
convey
criticism
in
volve themselves
the firm’s
exam(Handy’s
Rule #5:inBonding
andactivities—for
touch are necessary
management.
teach and
encourage
leaders
use
a
constructiveWe
manner
so that
it is useful
to to
those
ple, trust).
serve asToanhelp
“industry
anchor”;
be a “buddy”
to
for
strengthen
engagement
and orpersuasion
instead of
command and
receiving it.and
Wesuggestion
foster adult-adult
relationships,
in
a
new
hire
or
intern;
become
part
of
a
special
inganizational
and
employee
bonds,
NDA
provides
instruction.
Even
we try to
align collective
bewhich
leaders
use as
coaching,
facilitation,
and mengroup
or a continuing
committee;
aterest
range
of opportunities
for education
its employees
to inhaviorsrather
to a harmonious
democracy,
however,
toring
than supervisory
or directive
styleswe
of
or jointhemselves
other employees
who activities—for
find creative expresvolve
in the firm’s
examcannot affordWe
to teach
diffuseand
inherent
leadership
management.
encourage
leaders qualito use
sion serve
through
fun
management
teams,
ple,
as an
“industry
anchor”;
be acontests,
“buddy”and
to
ties
such as and
decisiveness,
assertiveness,
and initiative
persuasion
suggestion
instead of command
and
the
like.
a
new
hire
or
intern;
become
part
of
a
special
inin our key talent.
instruction.
Even as we try to align collective beterest group or a continuing education committee;
haviors to a harmonious democracy, however, we
or join other employees who find creative exprescannot afford to diffuse inherent leadership qualiGiven
that lawyers
are inherently teams,
individualistic,
am-and
Transparency
and Communication
sion
through
fun management
contests,
ties
such as decisiveness,
assertiveness, and initiative
thebitious,
like. and self-driven professionals, low employee
A
of building
in part
our key
talent. organizational bonds and, thus,
commitment
tends to be an organizational hazard in
trust among members and leaders (Handy’s Rule #5)
is through communication and information. We
law firms, and a barrier to building trust.
Given that lawyers are inherently individualistic, amTransparency
and Communication
strive for complete
transparency and open commubitious, and self-driven professionals, low employee
nication
in ourorganizational
democratic enterprise
as imporA part offlows
building
bonds and,
thus,
Many
of these channels
support NDA’s
learning
tant ways
to members
keep everyone
informed.
BillingRule
details,
commitment
tends to bealso
an organizational
hazard
in
trust
among
and leaders
(Handy’s
#5)
culture.
We and
constantly
revenue
flows,
client information,
even the logic
is
through
communication
and and
information.
We
law firms,
a barrierrecognize
to buildingand
trust.acknowledge
winning actions, achievements, and behaviors such
and processes
of compensation
comstrive
for complete
transparency decisions
and openare
communication flows in our democratic enterprise as imporMany of these channels also support NDA’s learning
tant ways to keep everyone informed. Billing details,
culture. We constantly recognizeSeptember/October
and acknowledge
revenue
flows,
information,
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as “teaching” and “recognizing others,” making
them desirable, even fashionable, behaviors for the
rest of the organization. This is one way that we create many “heroes” throughout the organization to
strengthen
bonds
and“recognizing
team play (Handy’s
#6).
as
“teaching”
and
others,”Rule
making
them desirable, even fashionable, behaviors for the
A barrier
retention ofThis
goodisperformers
and
rest
of theto
organization.
one way that
wehighcrepotential
talent
at
law
firms
is
the
relentless
work
ate many “heroes” throughout
organization to
hours, which
create
work-life
imbalance
and
lead
to
strengthen
bonds
and
team play
(Handy’s
Rule
#6).
high attrition and burnout. In contrast, NDA has
adopted
of complementary
practices
that
A
barrieratonumber
retention
of good performers
and highreflect respect,
and
an appreciation
of the
inpotential
talenttrust,
at law
firms
is the relentless
work
dividual’s
personal
hours,
which
createlife:
work-life imbalance and lead to
high attrition and burnout. In contrast, NDA has
 Seek to
hire individuals
with hugepractices
passion that
and
adopted
a number
of complementary
self-drive,
inspire
them
with creativity
reflect
respect,and
trust,
and an
appreciation
of theand
inintellectual
stimulation.
dividual’s personal life:
 Drive balance and variety by giving equal em Seek
phasistotohire
research,
learning,
and other
valueindividuals
with huge
passion
and
enhancing and
nonbillable
self-drive,
inspire work.
them with creativity and
 Seek
to create
an exceptionally engaging and free
intellectual
stimulation.
 Drive
work environment,
and aequal
trustworbalance and interactivity,
variety by giving
emthy “NDA
family.” learning, and other valuephasis
to research,
 enhancing
Balance work
discipline
with a “flexibility with
nonbillable
work.
 responsibility”
approach.
Seek to create an exceptionally engaging and free
 work
Applyenvironment,
technology for
“virtual” working.
interactivity,
and a trustworthy “NDA family.”
 Balance
These
practices
to attract
and
top talent
workhelp
discipline
with
a retain
“flexibility
with
by responsibility”
allowing them to
contribute
at
high
levels
without
approach.
 Apply
having
to technology
make unacceptable
trade-offs.
for “virtual”
working.
These practices help to attract and retain top talent
Bigger
or Better?
by
allowing
them to contribute at high levels without
In this decade,
of our competitors
having
to makemany
unacceptable
trade-offs.began pushing for scale and hired people in large numbers in
a bid to grow big. We contemplated this aspect
Bigger
Better?
in greatordetail
but anticipated pitfalls if we were
to this
quickly
expand.
focusbegan
was pushto be
In
decade,
many Our
of ourprimary
competitors
the best
in what
did—not
to be the
ing
for scale
and we
hired
people necessarily
in large numbers
in
abiggest.
bid to grow big. We contemplated this aspect
in great detail but anticipated pitfalls if we were
Instead,
ourexpand.
approachOur
has primary
been to ramp
eachtoproto
quickly
focusupwas
be
fessional’s
Our multidisciplinary
trainthe
best in capabilities.
what we did—not
necessarily to be
the
ing gives an associate sufficient understanding of
biggest.
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In this decade, many of our competitors began pushing for scale and hired people in large numbers in
a bid to grow big. We contemplated this aspect in
great detail but anticipated pitfalls if we were to
In this decade, many of our competitors began pushquickly expand.
ing for scale and hired people in large numbers in
a bid to grow big. We contemplated this aspect in
detail practice
but anticipated
if wehim
wereortoher
at great
least three
areas, pitfalls
equipping
to take
on
a
wider
range
of
work.
We
further
focus
quickly expand.
on building an associate’s industry knowledge, wellrounded technical skills, and project management
skills.
Thus,
capabilities
match those
at
least
threeNDA’s
practice
areas, equipping
himoforfirms
her
almost
its size.
to
take triple
on a wider
range of work. We further focus
on building an associate’s industry knowledge, wellI have learned
from skills,
experience
democratic
modrounded
technical
and that
project
management
els need
great
planning,
anticipation,
preparedskills.
Thus,
NDA’s
capabilities
matchand
those
of firms
ness fortriple
changes.
We are on a growth curve but in a
almost
its size.
phased manner that enables us to adequately prepare
thatlearned
greaterfrom
scaleexperience
does not that
compromise
quality,
Isohave
democratic
modandneed
thatgreat
transformation
occurs within
boundels
planning, anticipation,
andthe
preparedaries for
of changes.
democracy.
Oneonmajor
stepcurve
to facilitate
ness
We are
a growth
but in a
managed
growth
was
to
adopt
the
concept
of
shared
phased manner that enables us to adequately prepare
services
and bring
in professional
functionalquality,
leaders
so
that greater
scale
does not compromise
to head
such shared services
knowledge
manand
thatup
transformation
occurs as
within
the boundagement
intellectual
aries
of and
democracy.
Onecapital
major(human
step toresources).
facilitate
managed growth was to adopt the concept of shared
services
and bring in professional functional leaders
Beyond Democracy
to head up such shared services as knowledge manOver the years, we have nurtured an extended proagement and intellectual capital (human resources).
fessional network that we think of as NDA’s ecosystem and refer to as Nth Sphere. Our goal has been
Beyond
to drive Democracy
democracy, trust, and thought leadership
in NDA’s
ecosystem
through
lasting,
values-based
Over
the years,
we have
nurtured
an extended
prorelationships
with
alumni,
students,
clients,
policyfessional network that we think of as NDA’s ecosysmakers,
and the
As
tem
and academia,
refer to asindustry,
Nth Sphere.
Ourcommunity.
goal has been
a firm
grounded
on the
concepts
of trusteeship
and
to
drive
democracy,
trust,
and thought
leadership
democracy,
we are conscious
of our responsibility
in
NDA’s ecosystem
through lasting,
values-based
to
reach
out
and
have
a
positive
impact
on apolicylarger
relationships with alumni, students, clients,
community.
We areindustry,
keen to and
extend
democratic
makers,
academia,
the our
community.
As
into a form
that
asystem
firm grounded
onthat
the fulfills
concepts
ofvision.
trusteeship and
democracy, we are conscious of our responsibility
Much
asout
theand
genesis
NDA was
inspired
the
to reach
haveof
a positive
impact
on aby
larger
enlightened
thinking
of
Gandhi,
Handy,
and
others
community. We are keen to extend our democratic
system into a form that fulfills that vision.

Instead, our approach has been to ramp up each professional’s
capabilities.
Our multidisciplinary trainMuch as the genesis
ofBusiness
NDAand
was
inspired Excellence
by the
September/October
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about the role of the organization in empowering
its members and communities, we continue to seek
new ideas and models that bring NDA ever closer to
its vision. In some ways (our Democratic Decision
Pyramid,
we may already
be moving
about
thefor
roleexample),
of the organization
in empowering
beyond
someand
democratic
concepts,
as collective
its
members
communities,
we such
continue
to seek
decision
(majority
a next-stage
new
ideasmaking
and models
that rule),
bringtoward
NDA ever
closer to
concept
of In
netocracy,
which
in favorDecision
of sociits vision.
some ways
(ourworks
Democratic
ety through
decision
makingbe
bymoving
people
Pyramid,
forcollaborative
example), we
may already
in
socialsome
networks,
and isconcepts,
based onsuch
the as
concepts
of
beyond
democratic
collective
virtual
mind,
socialrule),
consciousness,
and selfdecisionglobal
making
(majority
toward a next-stage
consciousness.
concept of netocracy, which works in favor of society through collaborative decision making by people
We
already
envision
of the
ways
as steps
in social
networks,
anda isnumber
based on
concepts
of
toward
this new
including extending
virtual global
mind,paradigm,
social consciousness,
and selfNDA’s Volintern (a virtual network of interns with
consciousness.
voluntary zeal) and Nth Sphere programs, to reach
out already
and contribute
virtual,ofglobal
We
envisionasa anumber
ways network
as steps
of professionals
seek to learn
and contribute
toward
this newwho
paradigm,
including
extending
knowledge
to better
We also plan
to develop
NDA’s
Volintern
(a society.
virtual network
of interns
with
avoluntary
parallel organization
or
subsidiary,
NDA
Social,
zeal) and Nth Sphere programs, to reach
to establish
a virtualaslegal
and paralegal
out
and contribute
a virtual,
global network
thatprofessionals
can allow professionals
deliver
services
from
of
who seek totolearn
and
contribute
remote locations
in India
and
abroad.
knowledge
to better
society.
We
also plan to develop
a parallel organization or subsidiary, NDA Social,
While
the jury
is out legal
on how
shape and
build
to
establish
a virtual
andwe
paralegal
network
toward
future
ambitions,
asset
that stands
that
canour
allow
professionals
toone
deliver
services
from
us in good
stead in
is India
the intellectual
might, passion,
remote
locations
and abroad.
and commitment of our outstanding and innovative
professionals,
shall
together
trust
to
While
the jurywho
is out
on team
how we
shape inand
build
create a our
better
future.
toward
future
ambitions, one asset that stands
us in good stead is the intellectual might, passion,
and commitment of our outstanding and innovative
Notes
professionals, who shall team together in trust to
1. In executing
vision described in the next section, to adcreate
a betterthe
future.

attention to start-ups. The firm is known for its cross-border
legal expertise, and its relationships with a large proportion
of our client pool began with “setting up” their operations
in India. Likewise, we have helped Indian companies, both
small and large, to establish their operations abroad. Over a
attention to start-ups. The firm is known for its cross-border
period of time, strong relationships initiated at the start-up
legal expertise, and its relationships with a large proportion
stage lead to some of our most sophisticated transactions and
of our client pool began with “setting up” their operations
enhance both the corporate and employer brand value.
in India. Likewise, we have helped Indian companies, both
2. India
onlytojust
recently
passed
legislation
that Over
woulda
small
andhas
large,
establish
their
operations
abroad.
allow limited
thusstart-up
equity
period
of time,liability
strong partnerships
relationships (LLPs),
initiatedand
at the
partnerships
have not
been
available
in professional
services
stage lead to some
of our
most
sophisticated
transactions
and
firms.
enhance both the corporate and employer brand value.
3.
“Partners”
not currently
hold equity
butwould
have
2. NDA
India has
only justdo
recently
passed legislation
that
been
identified
for
partnership
once
the
LLP
model
can
be
allow limited liability partnerships (LLPs), and thus equity
adopted.
partnerships have not been available in professional services
firms.
4. A concept developed by Jim Collins in his book, Good to
Great:
Why
Some Companies
Make thehold
Leap
. . . and
Others
3. NDA
“Partners”
do not currently
equity
but
have
Don’tidentified
(New York:
2001).
been
for HarperCollins,
partnership once
the LLP model can be
adopted.
4. A concept developed by Jim Collins in his book, Good to
Great:
Why Some Companies Make the Leap . . . and Others
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vise clients “that are or aspire to be global,” NDA pays special

Notes
1. In executing the vision described in the next section, to advise clients “that are or aspire to be global,” NDA pays special

Nishith Desai is founder and CEO of Nishith Desai Associates, a leading law firm with offices in India, Singapore, and
the United States.
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